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The sky was shot with streaks of crimson, running from the blue like blood 

draining from a fatal wound. Just above the horizon it appeared as though the 

Gates of Heaven themselves had opened briefly. Eternity stretched out in 

golden topaz, ever retreating before the onslaught of night. 

As Kalina's gaze descended from the sky to the roses, she considered the 

dark purple specimen she had just cut. Its aubergine petals seemed a perfect 

match for the rapidly darkening sky. Before arriving in Rowan, Montana a little 

over a year ago, Kali's favorite roses had been pink. Living in the north had 

changed more than just her favorite color though. The stolid winter had stolen 

all hints of her Phoenix tan. Her Russian heritage was much more easily 

identified now that her ivory skin showed through. 

Kali couldn't help it; she glanced at the sky again. She really needed to 

finish pruning the bush before full dark, but after a seemingly endless winter of 

gray clouded skies, the sunset was such a treat. She slowly took a deep breath 

of the crisp early spring air. Her senses were overcrowded with the sweet smell 

of sleeping flowers, the night bird's singing (was that a new tune?) and the 

swish of the breeze through the darkening trees. 

Above, the first stars came out of their hiding, no longer fearing to be 

upstaged by the sun. Wanting so much to be able to take it all in, Kali opened 

her senses as best she could. Not in a thousand years, if she could be granted 

such, would it be possible to realize the full effect of the evening. 

Feeling more relaxed than she had imagined possible in the last year, Kali 

began to hum quietly to herself, an old Scottish lullaby her mother had taught 

her. She smiled, remembering the way her father had narrowed his eyes 

whenever he heard the tune. The only Scot he had ever trusted was her 

mother. 

The troubles came back with such a rush, Kali was surprised she didn't 
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actually hear a whoosh. She had not seen her parents since the accident…or 

incident. It really depended on your point of view, Kali supposed. But it had 

been an accident. And now, more than a year later, it still governed her life just 

as ruthlessly as the day it had happened. 

Enough, she said to herself. That time was past. This was her new life. She 

would be happy in Rowan. She was happy in Rowan. 

With the loss of her tan she looked more like the townspeople now. They 

had finally begun to accept her quiet ways. The older women didn't stare at her 

from behind the grocery store shelves anymore, whispering the latest gossip 

about her past. The children didn't hide in the bushes spying on her anymore. 

Even the boys her age had stopped trying to figure her out. 

If Kali could just manage to live out the remainder of her life in this safe, 

quiet manner, perhaps nothing else terrible would happen because of her. 

At only twenty-one years old, she saw the rest of her life stretching out 

ceaselessly. How could she manage such a feat? 

Goosebumps rose on her arms suddenly. At first, Kali believed they were 

simply a response to the chilly night air. She had been loosely following the 

movements of the squirrel about fifty yards away in the forest. Now, she 

noticed he was no longer moving. In fact, none of the wild life could be heard. It 

took a moment for the breeze to shift. When it did, the scent carried to her 

sensitive nose was more than roses, pine and the weathered paint on the fence. 

She could smell cotton now, and denim…and was that soap?  

She wasn't alone. 

Someone was watching her. The thought of being watched always made Kali 

nervous. When people paid too much attention, that was when they found out 

the truth. Trying to tether her pounding heart, she turned slowly to face the 

path leading from the town to the cottage. Her lips parted and she had trouble 

deciding whether to gasp or choke. 

Strolling down the path with all the nonchalance of a panther was a man 

she had never seen before. She knew everyone in Rowan by sight, if not by 

name, and never could she have forgotten such a figure as this. Dressed in 
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black jeans and a plain light gray t-shirt, the man walked as if he wore a three 

thousand dollar Armani suit. His hands were stuffed in the pockets of his jeans 

and, while his spine was perfectly straight, he seemed to lean back--as if 

reclining on air alone. 

As he drew nearer, she saw his shaggy hair was a rich dark brown…like 

double chocolate cake. 

Unconsciously, Kali licked her lips. 

His face was drawn in a slight frown which rested square on her face. His 

features followed the traditional Russian heritage that showed on most faces in 

Rowan: a slightly round face, eyes tilted a bit down at the corners, prominent 

cheekbones and a strong nose. Still, Kali was certain she had never seen him 

in the town before. 

When the man stopped just outside the garden gate, only five feet from her, 

she had to look up to meet his eyes. In a town where even the men didn't reach 

much over five and a half feet tall, this man had to be nearly six feet. As he 

opened his mouth to speak she noticed the straight, perfect white of his teeth. 

He definitely was not from Rowan. 

Her eyes then met his. It was at that moment she knew, deep down in her 

subconscious, that she was a lost cause. His eyes were an unblinking 

turquoise, slightly more blue than green. Nothing could be compared to such a 

color. They were neither the depths of the ocean nor the deepest reach of a 

gemstone. Instead, his eyes rested somewhere in between and they seemed to 

pry all the way to her very soul as she stared.  

Who the hell was this guy? 

 


